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As more businesses pursue strategic approaches to corporate social responsibility (CSR), they need more 

elaborate and accurate performance measurement tools to guide their progresses. Corporate citizenship, when 

narrowly defined, would be one of the important areas of strategic CSR. Businesses find themselves to be 

responsible for the expectations of more stakeholders in the communities they do business in. This is where 

strategic stakeholder management comes in. Socially responsible businesses these days can never ignore what 

kinds of benefits and costs their stakeholders should bear from their own business and philanthropical 

decisions and actions. In this paper, we propose that a new version of the social return on investment (SROI) 

can be useful to this end. SROI was developed by Jed Emerson and the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund 

(REDF) and then has come into wide use as a technique for measuring the value of social impact generated by 

social enterprises. SROI is a framework for quantifying the social and environmental values in the monetary 

term so as to synthesize social and economic accounting in the same principle. 

Evolving from the long history of corporate charities, corporate citizenship nowadays emphasizes the strategic 

partnership with civic sector players. As nongovernmental organizations (NGO’s), not-for-profit organizations 

(NPO’s) and social enterprises get involved in more market activities, they also find that the resources and 

expertise from businesses can be vital for their successes. If corporate citizenship activities are to be effective 

in this new environment, they should adopt the measurement system like SROI to properly capture the impacts 

of their actions both in economic and social dimensions.  

Existing SROI technique, however, has many theoretical problems in defining and measuring its constituent 

elements: investment and social return. The concept of investment departs from general accounting principles 

and also social return is conceptually inconsistent with economic return. In this paper, in order to overcome the 

conceptual vagueness of existing SROI, we clarify investment in the same line of economic accounting and 

redefine the theoretical concept of social benefit and cost from the perspective of ‘externality’. This makes it 

possible to avoid the fallacy of double accounting in calculating investment and social return. 

Using this new version of SROI, business companies can establish their own social accounting system to 

measure and report the social values that they create to their external stakeholders. This can help the strategic 

stakeholder management vastly, and corporate citizenship activities can be evaluated by the socio-economic 

validity of their investment.  


